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The first task-based guide to Keynote is back, just in time for the revision of Apple's elegant presentation software, Keynote. Keynote 2 for Mac OS X: Visual QuickStart Guide gets readers quickly up-to-speed on the powerful presentation software through detailed step-by-step tasks and hundreds of screenshots. Business and educational users will want to start leveraging the power of Apple's graphics-intensive Keynote presentation software ($79, as part of Apple's iWork suite) immediately--dragging and dropping graphics, digital photos, QuickTime movies, and audio into their slide shows; creating animations, shadows, and labels for their charts and tables; producing dynamic drop shadows and cinematic transitions between slides; and more--and this Visual QuickProject Guide will show them how. Task-based instructions, peppered with plenty of full-color screenshots, tips, and sidebars make it easy to dive in and start creating high-impact presentations in no time. Readers will learn how to use Keynote's professionally designed "themes" to create coordinated backgrounds, fonts, colors, bullets, tables, and charts in seconds.
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Microsoft Exchange Server 2003 Administrator's CompanionMicrosoft Press, 2003
Get your mission-critical messaging and collaboration systems up and running  quickly with the essential guide to deploying and managing Exchange Server 2003.  This comprehensive administrator’s reference details system features and  capabilities, sharing hands-on insights for working with new connectivity,  information management, and...
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Your Body: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2009
What, exactly, do you know about your body? Do you know how your immune system works? Or what your pancreas does? Or the myriad -- and often simple -- ways you can improve the way your body functions?


 
 This full-color, visually rich guide answers these questions and more. Matthew MacDonald, noted author of Your Brain:...
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Classification, Clustering, and Data Mining Applications: ProceedingsSmithers Rapra Technology, 2004


	This book presents some of the key research undertaken by the members of

	the International Federation of Classification Societies during the two years

	since our last symposium. If the past is a guide to the future, these papers

	contain the seeds of new ideas that will invigorate our field.




	The editors are grateful...
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Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft(R) Office 2007 All in OneSams Publishing, 2006
Microsoft Corporation's Office products have an installed base of more than 25 million licensed users. More than 90% of the Fortune 500 companies use Microsoft Office. Microsoft completely redesigned the Office interface when it produced Office 2007. Microsoft's goal was to make the Office 2007 interface easier than ever to use, as well as more...
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2013 Coding Workbook for the Physician's Office (Book Only)Delmar Cengage Learning, 2013

	Reflecting the latest practices from the field, 2013 CODING WORKBOOK FOR THE PHYSICIAN'S OFFICE enables readers to expand their medical vocabulary, improve their CPT and ICD-9-CM coding skills, and transition to ICD-10-CM. Coding exercises reference each section of the CPT and ICD-9-CM coding manuals as well as HPCS Level II codes....
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Cartoons for Trainers: Seventy Five Cartoons to Use or Adapt for Transitions, Activities, Discussion Points, Ice Breakers and MoreStylus Publishing, 2002

	Includes CD-ROM so cartoons may be incorporated and captions changed in presentation software, plus licensing agreement for reproduction As most instructors, presenters and trainers have discovered, cartoons are an excellent classroom resource for making key learning points in an enjoyable, engaging manner.


	Cartoons function well...
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